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 The film was originally due to be released on 1 September 2009, but was pushed back to 25 October 2009. In an interview with
Cinema Blend, Webb commented on the reasons behind the film's postponement, saying: "It's been postponed from September.
Why? [...] That's a great question. I had a nervous breakdown in the middle of writing it. I wasn't happy with it. So it's been put

aside. It's not dead." In a 2008 interview with Variety, Webb also discussed the possibility of a television series adaptation,
stating that he would be interested in producing a TV series based on Iron Man in the same vein as Fox's 24. "[A] TV series

would be great for the character. It'd allow us to go into all these other avenues." Mark Weingartner, Executive Vice President,
Warner Bros. Pictures, speaking with Screen International, explained why the film was postponed, saying: "We had a lot of time

but it was ultimately about where the film should go and as Clint said, the story needed to be worked through." On 20 August
2009, Whedon was quoted saying that he had "started work on a draft" for a screenplay for a second movie. In a later interview
with HitFix, however, he said that the plan had changed to an untitled sequel, which would not include a new actor to play Iron
Man. He later commented that if he had the script to the film he planned on making, he would "throw [Tony] Stark under the

bus". In January 2010, Webb commented that the film would be set in "some ungodly city," that he was "still writing the
sequel," and that it would be a "re-invigoration" of the "franchise," with "claustrophobia" and "drone planes". He also stated that
he would "probably direct" the sequel. Webb again commented on the sequel in May 2010, saying: "I hope that I can make the
second one and get this one into production before [director] Jon [Boe Tveit] leaves to make the second Thor." In December
2010, Webb and Marvel Studios president Kevin Feige hinted that the character would play a role in the tenth season of the

television series The Avengers. In January 2011, Webb commented that the third installment would feature the Tesseract and
that the film was "probably two or three years away." Webb later commented in August 2011, 82157476af
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